Rod retires after 48 years with Bernhard

Bernhard director, Rod Mayes, pictured receiving a retirement gift from Stephen Bernhard, who started work with the company nearly half a century ago as an apprentice.

Rod, Works Director at the Haverhill factory, spent 48 years with the firm and said in a final farewell during this special presentation.

Rod said: “This was the only engineering business in the town when I joined, and they took on a number of apprentices and gave them good training. We’ve been at the same factory building for all these years. Mr Atterton, of Atterton factory building for all these years. Mr Atterton, of Atterton factory building for all these years. It was hard to imagine life without the stars were the Core Recycler – which clears cores from greens following hollows core aeration – and the Super Pro FXL-H230 Commercial Out Front Mower featuring new fold on the fly’ wings.

Other exciting new products unveiled were the Terra 600, a cut and sward collector, and the impressive Mega Twister, a very powerful large capacity blower.

The delegates listened to a speech from David Ransomes, Company Founder and Managing Director, outlining his hopes for the continued fruitful working relationship between Wiedenmann and the dealers.

It was the turn of the company’s superb hospitality. The green keepers at Shipley West Yorkshire were very helpful, informative and professional it was refreshing to be treated as an equal.

The world of green keeping goes from strength to strength with more women involved slowly but surely.
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